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Abstract.

The recent 15 June 1995, M0 = 6.0 x

For this reason, the measurement of the accumula-

10TMN m, Aigion earthquakein the westernGulf of tion of strain overa regionoughtto form a centralpart
Korinthos has focussed attention on the seismic hazard
of seismichazard assessment,but such measurements
of the region. Although there have beenfew large earth- have only becomewidespreadwith the recent developquakesin the region during this century, the historical ment of GPS. Greeceis unusualin havingboth a reliable
record suggeststhat there may have been many large recordof seismicactivity overthis century[Ambraseys
earthquakesthere in the interval 1750-1900. We present and Jackson,1990, 1997]and a reliablefirst-ordertrigeodeticdata that give estimatesof the rate of exten- angulation network from the 1890s,which has been resion of the Gulf of Korinthos during this century and occupiedby GPS [Billiris et al., 1991; Davies et al.,
which suggestthat lessthan half of the elasticstrain in 1997].This meansthat Greeceis oneof the fewregions
the central and western Gulf of Korinthos has been rewhere it is possibleto relate, on the hundred-yeartimeleased by earthquakes during this century. In contrast, scale, earthquake activity to the accumulated crustal
the seismicand geodeticstrains in the eastern Gulf of strain. The Gulf of Korinthos is the most densely
Korinthos are in agreementwith eachother. If the dis- studied part of Greece, both seismicallyand geodeticrepancy between seismic and geodetic strains in the cally. Comparisonof geodeticand seismicstrain reveals
western Gulf of Korinthos that has accumulatedduring that elastic strain has accumulated in the western Gulf
this century is removed in earthquakes,the moment re- that has not been released by earthquakes in the last
lease will be equivalent to several Ms>6.5 earthquakes. 100 years.

Observations

Introduction

In the past, most seismic hazard assessmentshave
had to rely on the record of seismicityin the region of
interest. This record is patchy before the establishment
of the WWSSN in the 1960s, and is extremely unreliable before the beginning of this century, except in a
few placeswhere record-keepingwas exceptionallyfine.
In consequence,all suchseismichazard assessments
run
the risk of underestimatingthe long-term rate of earthquake activity and, becausethe interval betweensuccessive earthquakes on the same fault frequently exceeds
a hundred years, seismicquiescenceduring this century
is not a reliable indicator of future inactivity.
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Our geodetic estimates of the extension rate in the
Gulf of Korinthos

come from two sources. The first set

of estimatesis basedupon strain measurementsderived

from the reoccupation,
usingGPS, of a 19•h-century
first-ordertriangulationnetwork [Billiris et al., 1991;
Davies et al., 1997] (Figure 1). The secondset comes
from repeated occupations,with GPS, of a modern iaetwork established round the Gulf of Korinthos

in 1988

[Denyset al., 1995].
Figure I shows the relative motions across of monuments

of the

1890s network

that

border

the Gulf

of Korinthos, and the principal strains derived from
thosemotionsfor triangular regionsspanningthe Gulf.
The maximumextensionalstrainsare all approximately
along 020ø, perpendicular to the strike of the Gulf and
in agreement with the strain shown in the focal mech-

anismsof earthquakes
[Ambraseys
and Jackson,1990].
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scalecontrol. Within our referenceframe, all sites on
the southern coast of the Gulf of Korinthos (east of
21.5øE) exhibit negligiblemotion, whereassitesto the
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north of the Gulf show northward motion. We calculate
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interval 1991 - 1996 is minimised,in a least-squares
sense. During the translation estimation, the velocities of the northern Peloponnisossites are constrained

Jd'139'

to be zero. The fit of baselinelengthchanges(Figure 2) showsthat the relativeGPS positionsat each
epochchangesmoothlyand so the data are compati-

ble with this treatment. Coordinates obtained after 15

June 1995 have had a correctionapplied to removethe
elasticco-seismiceffectsof the Aigion earthquakeafter
the modelof Bernardet at. [1997];this only hassignificant effect on three sites.

38'

Extensionrates are calculatedas the velocitycomponent along 020ø, as before. Despite the short timespan, the modern network shows extension rates across

the Gulf of Korinthosthat arein remarkable
agreement
21'
22'
23'
with the hundred-year
estimates(Figure3). This result
Figure 1. Relative motions of monuments surround- is importantin showing
that short-term(a few years)
ing the Gulf of Korinthos that form part of the measurementsof strain may be representativeof crustal
1890striangulationnetwork[Davieset at., 1997];mo- strain overa periodthat is comparablewith the repeat

tions are shownrelative to the triangulation pillar on

time of earthquakes.

Panachaikon(PNCH). Crosssymbolsshowthe prinThe rates do not depend on whether sitesare located
cipal horizontal strains over triangleswith verticesat
close
to the coast,or well to the north, so we conclude
these pillars; thick lines are extensionalstrain, with
scalegive by bar below. Focal mechanismsare for earth- that the deformationis predominantlylocalisedwithin
quakesduring this centuryhaving Ms_>5.8,for which the Gulf. We divide the Gulf into two sections on the
the catalogue
is believedto becomplete
[Ambraseys
and basis of our geodetic measurements. Between 21.9øE
Jackson,1990]. Centresof symbolsare on the epicen- and 22.5øE,the rate of openingis definedby nine meatres of the earthquakes;
symbolarea is proportionalto
scalarmomentMo. Inset showslocationof plot.
CG30:CG42
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the rate of opening of the Gulf by taking the component of each site displacement along 020ø, and divid-

.

.

ing the result by the interval (100 years)betweenthe
originaltriangulation(1890-1894)andits re-occupation

....-"

0.2s
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in 1992. The rate of opening calculated from these ob-

servationsvariesfrom 11 mm yr-x in the westof the
Gulf to 4 mm yr-x in the east(Figure3).

•
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Thesehundred-year
estimates
of extension
ratesre- • 0.20

fer to a network that extends several tens of kilometres

•.

to the north and southof the Gulf (Figure1), and it •
is not clearfromthesemeasurements
whatfractionof •
thestrainmayhaveaccumulated
in theregions
outside • 0.•s
the Gulf itself. For this reason we make a second estimate of the rate of extension across the Gulf from the

g

modern network, which includessitesvery closeto the
coasts of the Gulf. This network as a whole was occu-
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t tCG45:

pied in 1991 and 1993; monumentsusedin this study
were also occupiedin late June and/or October 1995,
and in May 1996. All campaignswere carried out entirely with dual-frequencyreceivers,and processedusing version3.4 of the BerneseGPS processing
software
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[Rothacher
et at., 1993].Coordinate
repeatability
generally improvesin precisionat successive
epochs,re-

flectingthe improvedsatelliteconfiguration
and longer
occupation times, and averages7 mm.

Epoch

Figure 2. Baseline(geodesic)
lengthchanges
between

Temporally-uniform
site velocitiesare calculatedby Central Greece Network sites around the Gulf of Ko-

applyingwhole-networktranslationsat eachepoch,such rinthos, 1991 - 1996. Error bars are 4-1a. The best
that the deviation of each site's epoch-to-epochdis- weightedlinearfit to eachset of baselinelengthobserplacementfrom that due to constantvelocityover the vations is also shown.
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is thought to be complete, and the focal mechanisms
of all earthquakes since 1970 have been constrained

by waveformmodelling[Ambraseys
and Jackson,1990;
Taymazet al., 1991; Jacksonet al., 1992]. For earth-
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quakes earlier than this time, the moments are lesswell
determined, because of uncertainties in converting to
M0 from the Msdeduced from felt intensities. We have
calculated

5
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scalar moments

both from the local relation

betweenM0 and Ms[EkstrSmand Dziewonski,1988],
and from the global relation, which almost certainly
overestimates the moments of earthquakes of this re-

o,

o
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gion[EkstrSmandEngland,1989;JacksonandMcKenzie, 1988a;Ambraseysand Jackson,1990]. The differ-
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encesbetween the two estimates of M0 is always less
than 30%. Even for the events constrainedby waveFigure 3. Rate of opening of the Gulf of Korinthos as form modelling, there is uncertainty in the moments.
a function of eastward distance along its length. Filled In order to estimate the maximum moment release for
circles show measurementsover the period 1991-1995,
and open squares show measurementsover the period the earthquakesin the Gulf during this century, we use
M0 calculated from the global relation, for earthquakes
1892-1992.
Error bars are :hl•.
s'o

•o

•o

2O0

O•stance/krn

before1970; followingAmbraseysand Jackson[1990],
we allot a further 40% uncertainty to the momentsof

surements
averaging
12.7mmyr-x. The rateof opening all earthquakes.

in the eastern Gulf of Korinthos, between 22.5øE and
With these assumptions, the seismic estimates of
23.1øE, is defined by eight measurementsof baseline rates of extensionare 3+1 mm yr-x acrossthe west-

lengthchanges
averaging6.4 mm yr-x.

ern Gulf of Korinthos(Table 1), and 4+1 mm yr-x in

Comparison between geodetic and

the east, for a 15 km thick seismogeniclayer. These
rates should be compared with the actual measured

seismic

ratesof 13+1 mm yr-1 in the west,and 6+1 mm yr-x

strains

in the east. The rate of extensionacrossthe Xylokastro
We usethe moment tensor- strain tensor relationship Fault (38.1øN,22.5øE)is estimatedto lie between7 and

of Kostrov[1974]to express
the seismicity
overthe last 16 mm yr-x [Armijoet al., 1996].
century in the eastern and western Gulf of Korinthos
in terms of the equivalent rate of extension. We divide
the Gulf into two sectionsalong its length as above,the
length along strike of each section being 56 km. The
vertical dimensionof the regionis givenby the thickness
of the seismogeniclayer. All large crustal earthquakes
in the region nucleated in the upper 10 - 15 km of the

Implications

for seismic hazard

The total moment releaseby earthquakesof Ms_•5.8
during this century in the Gulf of Korinthos is

42:h16x 10•s N m, if the globalestimatesof scalarmoment are assumed,or 37-4-15x10•s N m, if the local
crust[Taymazet al., 1991],sowe take valuesof 10 km estimatesare used (Table 1). Geodeticmeasurements
and 15 km for this quantity.
The shallow earthquakes of Ms•_5.8 that have occurred in the Gulf of Korinthos during this century are

show that the Gulf is opening at an average rate of

13 mm yr-x in the west and 6 mm yr-• in the east
(Figure3). If all this strain had beenreleasedin earth-

listedin Ambraseysand Jackson[1997];this catalogue quakes during this century, then the moment release
Table 1. Comparisonbetweenseismicand geodeticextensionrates for regionswest and east of 22.5øE.

ZM0 a

ZM0 b

ZM•aX c

Me a

u•5e

u•0e

ugf

Mgg

15
22

18
24

25
29

16:h6
21:h8

3:hl.2
4:hl.6

4.5:hl.8
6.0:h2.4

12.7:hl.0
6.4:hl.0

70 (47)
35 (24)

West
East

•Summed scalar moment release accordingto local M•-Mo

relationship.

bSummed
scalarmomentreleaseaccording
to globalM•-Mo relationship.
CMaximumscalar moment releasecalculatedby adding 40% to moment releasecalculatedfrom global relation.

aExtensional
eigenvalue
of tensorformedby summing
momenttensors
of earthquakes.
Uncertainty
represents
40%of
Me (seetext).
•Extension rates calculated from Me, with 15 km and 10 km-thick seismogeniclayers respectively.

œMeasured
geodetic
extension
rate (averaged
fromFigure3).
gSummedmoment releaseduring this century expectedif all measuredextensionrate had been releasedin earthquakes,
for 15 km and 10 km (in parentheses)seismogenic
layer thickness.
All moments are in units of 10•s N m.

would have been between 70 and 100 x 10x8 N m. In
the eastern

Gulf

of Korinthos

the seismic moment

re-

Ambraseys, N., and J. Jackson, Seismicity and strain in
central Greece since 1694, J. Earthquake Engineering, in

press, 1997.
lease during this century matches, to within observaArmijo, R., B. Meyer, G. King, A. Rigo, and D. Papanastastional uncertainties, the rate that would be expected
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from the observedrate of opening, and may be as low Billiris, H., et al., Geodetic determination of tectonic defor-

as 20% of that figure (Table 1).

We cannot be Certain that all the deficit will be ex-

pressedin earthquakes. Aseismic strain is well documented in other parts of the Mediterranean region

[Jacksonand McKenzie,1988b]. However,the observation that the seismicand geodeticstrains in the eastern Gulf of Korinthos are in agreement suggeststhat
it would be wise to estimate

the seismic hazard in the
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